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ABSTRACT
SARAH CATHERINE WHITE; Intenial Controls and Regulation of the Not-for-Profit
Sector; Increasing Transparency in Churches
(Under the direction of Dale Flesher)
Reaulation of for-profit organizations and fraud within them are commonly
researched areas; however, many overlook the need for adequate internal controls and
reaiilation of the not-for-profit sector, particularly religious not-for-profit organizations.
Fraud has been a problem in this sector for a while, but it is frequently neglected due to
the false sense of security that people have when dealing with not-for-profits. The notfor-profit sector is much less regulated than the for-profit sector, and religious not-for
profit organizations are

not subject to any of the regulations that other not-for-profit

organizations face. In order to gather appropriate data for determining ways through
which fraud can be better prevented in the not-for-profit sector, an understanding of types
of fraud committed and reasons for committing fraud were found through research. Cases
of fraud found through research

were reviewed, and the financial departments of two

different churches were analyzed through the questioning of the financial director and the
overview of audited financial statements. Additionally, the requirements of not-forresearched, and the new Form 990 was studied. It was found
profits set by the IRS were
that internal controls in churches are

often lacking, especially in small churches. It was

also found that religious entities are exempt from all governmental regulation, and many
argue that these exemptions are
exemptions are a violation

constitutional. In conclusion, it was decided that these

of the First Amendment to the Constitution, and they provide

more opportunities for fraud in such organizations through the lack of accountability. All
not-for-profit organizations should be regulated equally.
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Introduction
"The biggest issue in a case like this is the
violation of trust...It’s not about the money
so much. It’s about the trust."
Pastor Kent Egging of Mount Vernon, Washington

Wliile fraud within the realm of big corporations is fairly common in today's
society and widely publicized in many

instances, fraudulent activities in the not-for-profit

sector often go unnoticed and/or unreported. Identifying the actual fraud and the

I

of the fraudulent activities in not-for-profit organizations is a difficult task,
not only because of poor internal controls, which could easily be said of any company.
but also because of the depth of the trust
for-profit organizations. There is not a
committed in the United States in

factor that exists within most, if not all, not-

single day that goes by in which fraud is not

one form or another,

It is important for not for-profit organizations to understand the importance of
following the accounting principles set by the American Institute of Certified Public
Accountants(AICPA) and other organizations. The importance of having an external
audit must also be stressed to this particular sector of companies. It has been argued that
such not-for-profit organizations are not ‘companies’. This argument is particularly
relevant when referring to religious organizations. Individuals who are hired by a not-forprofit organization, whether it be an organization as large as the United Way or a small

1
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Church in Oxford, Mississippi, should be held accountable for everything that is within
their domain. Because of the element of ’tnisf previously mentioned, it is assumed that
those employed by these organizations are of the utmost integrity, honesty, and
faithfulness. This is an idealistic concept, and it is one that commonly gives not-for-profit
organizations a false sense

of security. As easily as fraudulent activities in not-for-profits
as these arise, many times they go

go completely unnoticed, when problems such
unreported for fear of losing support.
It has been speculated that

an easy way for not-for-profit organizations to prevent

annual external audit. This only seems logical; however.
or expose fraud is to have an
The Nonprofit Quarterly states that only twelve percent of fraud in sample organizations
was detected by an external audit, while forty-three percent was detected through a tip
cases of fraud are not discovered via
given by another employee.' Although many
external audit, it is still extremely important to have an annual audit in place. While most
conduct yearly audits, there are many small
larger not-for-profit organizations now
churches and organizations that have not implemented this process.
When fraud is discovered, a new question arises for the organization to address:
or she should be punished at all? Not-forHow is the perpetrator to be punished if he
their reputation, thus it is of the utmost importance
profit organizations rely heavily on
that they remain in the ‘good graces’ of the general public. These organizations
themselves are generally only praised for the good they do in society, and the e mployees
of these organizations

are viewed as highly ethical and of the utmost integrity and

diligence. In the Adventist Review, Pastor Kent Egging of Mount Vernon,
/
4

,

!
Janet Greenlee

Teresa Gordon, and Elizabeth Keating."How to Steal from a Nonprofit;
Nonprofit Quarterly <http://www.nonprofitquarterly.org/Special^

Anicles‘wel-Articles/how-to-steal-froni-a-nonprofit-who-does-it-and-how-to-preven.-.t.html>.
2

Washington, who has placed his primary focus on church embezzlement for his doctor of
ministry program, gives an example of a church treasurer who embezzled S45,000 from a
fund established separately from the primary funds. Although a police report was filed
and the man agreed to repay the stolen funds, the church was never reimbursed because
the man was not required to repay the funds by law since the church did not file charges."
This tme story is just one of many church and other not-for-profit frauds that go
unreported or unpunished each year. The question of forgiveness in nonprofit
organizations needs to be addiessed.
Many churches and other not-for-profits fear that they will lose members and
supporters if they go public with the incident. For example, many fear that donors will be
reluctant to donate if they perceive that money has been squandered through employee
embezzlement. Although ‘forgiveness’ may not be the issue it has been in the past,
punishment of perpetrators, or

lack thereof, in the nonprofit sector is still a significant

problem.
While it is not the place of this paper to persuade an organization to punish those
who deceive it, it is the goal to create a
required of not-for-profit organizations

clearer understanding of what standards are
as established by the AICPA. the Financial

Accounting Standards Board (FASB), and the Internal Revenue Service (IRS). This study
will bring the accounting practices of not-for-profit organizations, particularly those who
are religiously founded, into the spotlight for analysis and critique. A New York Times
ai-tide

dated October 14, 1877, serves

as evidence that this type of fraud has been a

concern for a very long time.

●

-Mo

Tntprfnith Reoort Focuses on Pastors Who Steal from Unsuspecting Churches."
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The article entitled “Fraud and The Churches*’, brings attention to the increasingly
common fraud in religious organizations, which in the past had been a thing of secular
society: “It is certainly remarkable how many of the peculators and defrauders whom the
losses of the past few years have brought to light have come from the churches and
religious organizations. All sects have contributed to swell the ranks of the dishonesf.'’
The fact that this topic has been an issue in the past and continues to be an issue
today lends merit to the study of the reporting practices of these organizations. Religious
not-for-profit organizations are

of particular interest in this study due to the “special

treatment” they receive from the IRS. As they are exempt from several significant
standards, which are required of not-for-profit organizations that are not deemed
“religious”, it can be speculated that fraud could go more easily undetected due to these
exemptions given to them solely because they are “religious”. The ultimate goal of this
study IS to make suggestions regarding the actual controls of a religious not-for-profit
organization through the analysis of financial statements and internal control procedures
of different organizations and the study of instances of fraud in such organizations.
Another goal of this study is to

make the argument for equal treatment of all not-forthe exemptions from basic standards enjoyed by

profit organizations as it pertains to
religious not-for-profit organizations.

r^u h.. "
York Times 14 Oct. 1877 <http://qiiery.nytimes.com/ine m/archive' ■‘Fraud and the
=9A02EFDB103FE63BBC4C52DFB 667838C 669FDE>.
free/pdt7„r=l&res=‘^
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"Until several years ago, *it was inconceivable for most to
think that religion might well be aggressively expanding its
power in a way that is harmful to tire public good,’ said
Marci A. Hamilton, author of God \’5. the Gavel: Religion
and the Rule of Law.. .the power of religious entities ‘is at
its apex.
1

Diana B. Henriques, The New York Times, October 8. 2006
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Chapter I
Fraud

A General Overview of Fraud
When examining ’fraud’ in its essence, it is difficult to place a single definition on
the word. It can encompass a

number of deceptive actions and can lead to any number of

consequences for both the victim and the perpetrator. However, Webster provides a

/

relatively comprehensible

definition that is commonly used today:

Fraud is a generic term , and embraces all the multifarious
devise, which are
means which human ingenuity can
resorted to by one individual, to get an advantage over
another by false representation. No definite and invaiiable
rule can be laid down as a general proposition in defining
fraud as it includes suiprise, trickery, cunning and unfair
ways’by which another is cheated. The only boundaries
defining it are those which limit human knavery.
Because fraud is directly related to the human mind, or

“human knavery” as Webster

his definition to a single type of peipetrator with a
illustrates, it is impossible to namow
im. Furthermore, it is even more
single type of victim,
the crime because the human

difficult to nan-ow the rationale behind

mind is so complex.
further restrict Webster’s general definition of

Although it would be impossible to
fraud, fraudulent activities can

be divided into five different categories (or types) and

ies include: 1. Occupational fraud, 2. Management
further explained. These five categories
- Fo urth Edition. (California: IDG Books Worldwide. Inc..
/
/

■> Webster's New World College DIclionan
2001).
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fraud. 3. Investment scams,4. Vendor fraud, and 5. Customer fraud. This study will focus
almost exclusively on occupational fraud. Amongst not-for-profit organizations,
occupational fraud is the most prevalent; however, it could be argued that management
fraud is possible in this scenario as well. Management fraud is defined as that which is
committed by the top management of an organization who misrepresent information on
financial documents.^
Generally, fraud within not-for-profit organizations is an example of occupational
fraud. Joseph T. Wells identifies the three types of occupational fraud as asset
misapproprtation. corruption, and financial statement fraud. According to The Nonprofit
Quarterly, a study by the Association of Certified Fraud Examiners showed that
source of fraud used in not-for-profit
misappropriation is by far the most common
organizations. It was

also reported that ninety-five percent of these misappropriations

directly involved cash.^ Cash plays a large role in many not-for-profits, particularly in
religious settings. Of the

fraud within this percentile, skimming, larceny, and fraudulent

disbursements were each used to accomplish the goals of the perpetrator. Skimming is the
is recorded. A perfect opportunity for skimming exists every
act of stealing cash before it is
Sunday moniing in thousands of churches across the nation,
to be an easy way to commit fraud, larceny and
Although skimming appears
fraudulent disbursements

are far more common. Larceny is the act of stealing cash after it

ing it into the wrong account or using it for purposes for
is recorded, such as depositin
is the most common means of
Fraudulent disbursement is
which it was not intended.
ii

r
'nrinn (Ohio: Southwestern. Thomson Learning. 2003)432.
^ W.Steve Albrecht,
Gordon, and Elizabeth Keating."How to Steal from a Nonprofit;
Janet Greenlee, Mary Fischer.
Nonprofit Quarterly <http://www.nonprofitquarterly.org/Speciab
Who Does It and How to Prevent it.
pj.()fit.who-does-it-and-how-to-prevent-it.html>.
Articles/Web-Articles/how-to-ste
7
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committing fraud in the not-for-profit sector. This refers to the act of an organization
paying an expense that it never
Examiners

owed. The study by the Association of Certified Fraud

allowed that seventy-five percent of these cash misappropriations

occLiiTed by fraudulent disbursements.^
The AICPA states that the majority of all frauds, approximately 64 percent, fall
into the category of occupational fraud. This statistic encompasses all fraud, not just that
in the not-for-profit sector Although this is a startling statistic in itself, the AICPA goes
is “three-and-a-half times more costly
on to say that fraud committed by management is
8

than fraud committed by employees .
These two tables contain data from a

1996 survey of reported cases of fraud.

Table I
Victim
Government

Percent of Cases
24.7

Median Loss
S48.000

30.0

$150,000

31.9

$127,000

13.4

$40,000

Agency
Publicly Traded
Company
Privately Held
Company
Not-for-Profit
Organization
Table II

Number ot
Employggs
1-99
100:999__
LOOO^l^
10,000+

" P
’ Janet Greenlee. Mary Fischer. Teresa
Who Does It and How to Prevem ^
Arttcles/Web-At-ticles how-0^^
American Institute of Ceitineuru

Percent of Cases
39.0
20.1
23.4
17.5

Median Loss
$127,500
$135,000
$53,000
$97,000

and Elizabeth Keating, -How to Steal from a Nonprofit:
'
Quarterly <http://www.nonprofitquarterly.org/Special<http://antifm

8
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The first table shows that not-for-profit organizations reported the lowest
percentage of fraudulent activities, with the lowest median loss as well. Table II provides
the most significant information for this study in that it provides evidence that the
smallest organizations, consisting of anywhere from one to n.nety-mne employees,
account for the highest percentage of fraudulent cases reported. The table also shows that
oreatest in smaller organizations.' Both of these tables are important in
the median loss is &
obtaining a aeneral overview of fraud in different fonns; however, the statistics of small
isnificant because many not-for-profit organizations are small in size.
organizations are sig—
Next, the perpetrators

of fraud will be examined. This review is not limited to the
can commit fraud and that

/

not-for-profit sector. It is important to remember that anyone
many times the perpetrator

is one who has many responsibilities and is widely trusted

within the organization. The most

common representation for adequately displaying the

reasons that one would commit fraud is

the fraud triangle, which consists of tliree

elements. Those elements are 1. Pressure, 2. Opportunity, and 3. Rationalization.
Opportunity

'Fraud Triangle
Rationalization

Pressure

internal or external pressure, creates or discovers opportunity to
The pei-petrator perceives

10

, and then rationalizes the act as acceptable.
relieve his or her perceived pressure

Public Accountants <http://antifraud.aicpa.org>.
● Southwestern. Thomson Learning. 2003) 28-9.
9

/

I
Fraud perpetrators are stimulated by numerous vices, many of which other people
would not understand. The first element of the triangle is Pressure. In his book entitled
Fraud Examination, W. Steve Albrecht outlines four types of pressures that commonly
lead one to commit fraud: financial pressures, vices, work-related pressures, and other
pressures. Albrecht has

also conducted studies that show that financial and vice-related
Financial pressure can cover

pressures make up approximately 95 percent of all frauds.
i,m bills and making ends meet to purchasing a $1 million house
a broad area, from paying
‘extracurricular’ activities, particularly
on the beach. Vice-related pressure refers to
addictions such as drugs, alcohol, and gambling. Albrecht quotes a reformed gambler and
involved in fraud cases: “I degraded myself in every way
addicted dmg user who was in\
; I conned my six-year-old out of his
possible. I embezzled from my own company
allowance”.

This is the worst type of pressure

sector is not immune to this pressure

imaginable, and, sadly, the not-for-profit

Work-related pressures are not as common. An

would be committing fraud out of fear of losing a job
ex ample of a work-related pressure
or to make oneself look better to the employer,
The second element
pressures

of the triangle is Opportunity. A person struggling with the

described above will look for opportunities to commit fraud in such a way that

he or she will not be caught.

Many employees, especially those trusted employees in high
13

It is important for
positions, will use their s
all organizations to

/

pecific position to exploit the organization,

do their best to prevent these opportunities from arising. One way to

control environment. This
ies is to create the optimum
prevent these opportunities
”
● modeling and adequate communication.
environment would be one of “propel
.r
W. Steve Albrecht. Frmul
W.Sieve Albrecht.
American Institute ot Certitieu

(Ohio: Southwestern, Thomson Learning. 2003) 32.
^ Johio: Southwestern, Thomson Learning, 2003) 32.
Accountants <http://antifraiid.aicpa.org>.

10
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control environment. Another
Communication is a critical aspect of creating the proper
crucial aspect of creating

this environment is to show much discretion in the hiring

process. Albrecht inserts that

research has shown that approximately 30 percent of

Americans are dishonest, 30 percent are
only 40 percent are

honest dependent upon a given situation, and

honest all the time.'-' Although interviews are subject to human error,
should be thoroughly examined in an attempt to form

the background of each applicant
as humanly possible.
the most objective opinion about the person
in addition to creating a clearly organized control envrronment, it ts important for
every organization to

establish a consistent accounting system and install effective
include activities such as segregating

control procedures. Control procedures
in transactions, requiring independent
responsibilities, requiring authorization of certain
ion of all accounting transactions and
checks on employees, and requiring documentation
audits.
The third element
perpetrators

of the triangle is rationalization. The rationalization used by

of this sort will seem very

having similar thoughts

illogical to one that is not in a similar situation or

Again, this is an

area of fraud that is limitless,just as the human

mind is limitless.
It is important to note

that the fraud triangle does not apply in all instances. For
who intentionally applies for and accepts i

example, it does

not apply to the perpetrator

ion. This person is ignoring the rationalization comer of the
job with the goal of deception
follow the outline provided by the fraud triangle.
triangle, and therefore does not

W. Sieve Albrecht.
American Institute o

. .Ohio-Soulhwestem. Thomson Learning. 2003)-I5.
<li.tp://an.iiiaud.aicpa.org>.
11
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committing fraud in the not-for-profit sector. This refers to the act of an organization
paying an expense that it never

owed. The study by the Association of Certified Fraud

Examiners (ACFE) showed that seventy-five percent of these cash misappropriations
occLin-ed by fraudulent disbursements.^
The AICPA states that the majority of all frauds, approximately 64 percent, fall
into the category of occupational

fraud. This statistic encompasses all fraud, not just th at

in the not-for-profit sector Although this is a startling statistic in itself, the AICPA goes
on to say that fraud committed by management is -three-and-a-half times more costly
than fraud committed by employees’ .
These two tables contain data from a

1996 survey of reported cases of fraud.

Table I
Victim
Government
Agency
Publicly Traded
Company
Privately Held
Company _

Percent of Cas^
247

Median Loss
$48,000

30.0

$150,000

31.9

$127,000

13.4

$40,000

'N^tTbi-Prom
Organization^

Table II

Number of

Percent of Cases

Employees^
1^99__

"1oo599_
1,000^9,999^.
I0,000:t_-

;

^

_____
^
^.,rv Fischer. Teresa Goidori.

39.0
20.1
23.4
17.5

Median Loss
$127,500
$135,000
$53,000
$97,000

Fli7;ibeth Keating, "How to Steal from a Nonprofit;
. . <http://www.nonprofitquarterly.org/Special

^American Institute of Ceititie
8
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The first table shows that not-for-profit organizations reported the lowest
percentage of fraudulent activities, with the lowest median loss as well. Table II provides
the most significant information for this study in that it provides evidence that the
smallest organizations, consisting of anywhere from one to ninety-nine employees.
account for the highest percentage of fraudulent cases reported. The table also shows that
the median loss is greatest in smaller organizations.'’ Both of these tables are important in
obtaining a general overview of fraud in different forms; however, the statistics of small
not-for-profit organizations are small in size,
organizations are significant because many
Next, the perpetrators of fraud will be examined. This review is not limited to tlie
reme mber that anyone can commit fraud and that
not-for-profit sector. It is important to
many times the pei-petrator is one

who has many responsibilities and is widely trusted

within the organization. The most common

representation for adequately displaying the

reasons that one would commit fraud is the fraud triangle, which consists of three
elements. Those elements are

1 Pressure, 2. Opportunity, and 3. Rationalization.
Opportunity

Fraud Triangle
Rationalization

Pressure

ives internal or external pressure, creates or discovers opportunity to
The peipetrator perceives
10
,
and
then
rationalizes
the
act
as
acceptable.
●ceived pressure
relieve his or her pei

—
ftiilPd Public Accountants <http://antitraud.aicpa.oig>.
American Institute ot Celt t
.
Southwestern. Thomson Learning. 2003) 28-9.
^ W. Steve Albrecht. Fraiu! Exammou

9

Fraud perpetrators are stimulated by numerous vices, many of which other people
would not understand. The first element of the triangle is Pressure. In his book entitled
Fraud Examination, W.Steve

Albrecht outlines four types of pressures that commonly
vices, work-related pressures, and other

lead one to commit fraud: financial pressuies.
conducted studies that show that financial and vice-related
pressures. Albrecht has also
can cover
approximately
95
percent
of
all
frauds."
Financial
pressure
pressures make up
broad area, from paying bills and making ends meet to purchasing a $1 million house
refers to ‘extracuiTicular’ activities, particularly
on the beach. Vice-related pressure
. alcohol, and gambling. Albrecht quotes a reformed gambler and
addictions such as drugs
involved in fraud cases: ‘T degraded myself in every way
addicted drug user who was im
; I conned my six-year-old out of his
possible. I embezzled from my own company
allowance”.

This is the worst type of pressure

imaginable, and. sadly, the not-for-profit

Work-related pressures are not as common. An
sector is not immune to this pressure
would be committing fraud out of fear of losing a job
example of a work-related pressure
or to make oneself look better to the employer,
The second element of the triangle is Opportunity. A person struggling with the

pressures

described above

will look for opportunities to commit fraud in such a way that

ht. Many employees, especially those trusted employees in high
he or she will not be cau,
their specific position

to exploit the organization.'^^ It is important for

positions, will use
all organizations

to do their best to prevent
tunities is to

these opportunities from arising. One way to

create the optimum

control environment. This

prevent these oppoi
” modeling and adequate communication.
would
be
one
of
“proper
environment
.

w

Steve Albrecht. Frn.ul
w; Steve Albrecht.
●’American Institute ot Ce.tmeo

. , .Ohio-SoLithwestern, Thomson Learning-2003) 32.
Ohio; Southwestern. Thomson Learning. 2003) 32.
A^eountants <http://ant,haud.a,cpa.org>.
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Communication is a ci■itical aspect of creating the proper control environment. Another
crucial aspect of creating

this environment is to show much discretion in the hiring

research has shown that approximately 30 percent of
process . Albrecht inserts that
Americans are dishonest, 30 percent are
only 40 percent are

honest dependent upon a given situation, and

honest all the time.'"^ Although interviews are subject to human error,

should be thoroughly examined in an attempt to form
the background of each applicant s
the most objective opinion about the person
In addition to creating a clearly org
every organization to

as humanly possible,

anized control environment, it is important for

establish a consistent accounting system and install effective
include activities such as segregating

control procedures. Control procedures
in transactions, requiring independent
responsibilities, requiring authorization of certain
ion of all accounting transactions and
checks on employees, and requiring documentation
audits.
The third element
perpetrators

of the triangle is rationalization. The rationalization used by

of this sort will seem very

illogical to one that is not in a similar situation or

in, this is an area
having similar thoughts. Again

of fraud that is limitless, just as the human

mind is limitless.
It is important to

note t hat the fraud triangle does not apply in all instances. For
who intentionally applies for and accepts :

ex ample, it does not a

pply to t he pei-petrator

ion. This person is ignoring the rationalization comer of the
job with the goal of deception
outline provided by the fraud triangle.
does no t follow the
triangle, and therefore

-

. ,.„„,ohkr Southwestern. Thomson Learning. 2003) .S5.

1 W. Steve Albrecht. 7-|^^“;;;:;;:';v::countants <h,tp://antihaud.a,cpa.org>.
’ American Institute ot Certitiea
11
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Although the fraud triangle does not apply in all cases, it is helpful in understanding the
mental sequence experienced by most perpetrators.
Since it has been established that most cases

of fraud in not-for-profits occur b y
It IS

means of occupational fraud, particularly asset misappropriation of some variety,
adequately and thoroughly compile their financial
important for these organizations to
statements and make them available to anyone who inquires.

Fingnrial Reportiii&ComEiian^
Requirements

for not-for-profit organizations are

set forth through statements

f Financial Accounting Standards No. 116 and No. 117
issued by the FASB.5toW«ct/tq
are the primary

auidelines for acc ounting practices in not-for-profit organizations.

9

Received and Contributions Made, was
Statement 116 , Accounting for Co ntributions
issued in June of 1993 and became
December 15, 1994

effective for fiscal years beginning on or after

for all not-for-profit organizations except those with total assets less
less than $1 million. For all others it became

than $5 million and annual expenses
on or after December 15, 1995. This statement
effective for all fiscal years begimimg
ions received and unconditional promises to give be reported as
ides
that
all
contributions
prov
in the period in which they were received. The same
revenues at their fair values in
and unconditional promises to give.
to contributions given
reporting of expenses applies
■ H or mven are only to become unconditional upon the
Conditional promises, received or given,
■
,
„
was made. Once a promise reaches the
which the promise
of the condition on
16
completion
expense, accordingly.
status of nnconditional, it may be reported as a revenue or an
ived and Contributions Made. Financial
■onnting for Con,rihn,ions Recrn
Ro.
//b.
Acc
16 Statement
.fasb.org>.
Accounting Standards Board <www
12

Sratenicnt No. 117, Financial Statement.^for Not-for-Profit Organizations, was
also issued in June of 1993 with the same dates of effectiveness as stated in Statement
No. 116. This statement provides the standards for required financial statements and
appropriate data to

be recorded within those statements as

external, as well as intenial. purposes

would be significant for

The objective of this statement is appropriately

ina of the document in the '‘Summary section.
placed at the beginning
Its objective ts to enhance the relevance, rmderstandability.
^
ability of financial statements issued by those
and compar
■vniinns It requires tliat those financial statements
orovSertam basic information that focuses on the entity
^
as a whole and meets the common needs of external users
of those statements. '
The objective set

forth in the summary
7 is an important one

of SFAS (Statement of Financial Accounting
for this study in particular because this is, or

in2 financial statements for not-for-profit organizations,
should be, the focus when preparing will feel at ease with the organization; however,
If this objective is met, the external user
in the absence of such statements or the
ive is violated, either in
it is when this objective
the statements, that contributors may withdraw
presentation of false information within
ion causing it to become obsolete.
from the organization
ions of not-for-profit organizations consist of three
The financial reporting obligations
as set forth by FASB. The required statements are a Statement of
■equired statements
ies, and a Statement of Cash Flows. Note
. .
, Cfntement of Activities
Financial Position, a Statem

■ Contributions
tMn 116 Accounting^'
.tasb.oi-g>Slatenient No. / ^
Accounting Standaicls B

Recenh-eclaiul Contribiifions Made. Financial

13

i-<

disclosures are also required for ’‘all the standard FASB items that are relevant to
nonprofit organizations

.'** The note disclosures exist primarily to distinguish between

conditional and unconditional promises in order that the amount of promises may be
disclosures involves providing details of the
clearly presented. Another reason for note
that exist for not-for-profit entities.
three different classifications of net assets
The three classifications of assets aie
temporarily restricted net assets, and u

permanently restricted net

assets.

nrestricted net assets. Pennanently restricted assets
certain manner. An example of a

are those assets that are required to be used in a
endow ment given by a group or an individual
permanently restricted asset would be an
that will not be altered during its

term.

that is to be used for a specific purpose
assets are those assets

with restrictions for a ceitain purpose at a

Temporarily restricted
differ from permanently restricted assets in
sirecific future date; however, these assets
is not an ongoing activity. For example, an individual may give
that the asset contribution is
to be executed in the future. The last
for a particular project
a certain sum of money
all other assets, revenues, and
■estricted assets, which encompasses
category is uni
“donor-restricted”
restricted. It must also be noted that a
contributions whose use is not
accounting period in which
contribution whose restriction IS completed within the same
19

the contribution was

received may be reported as unrestricted,
important when reporting the financial

Labeling assets properly is very
information of a not-

ion, particularly organizations that rely heavily
for-profit organization _

on individual donations

. If an asset (donation)

cc ■oiintingfor
Paul Copley.
cGiaw-Hill/Iiwin.>
Paul Copley.
McGraw-Hill/Irwn- 2008) -WO

is labeled inappropriately and thus used for

Governmental ami Noi-for-Profn Organizations (New York:

r Govern mental and Not-for-Profit Organizations (New York:

14

;.t,frj.

1

purposes for which it was not intended, a

form of fraud has occurred, regardless of the

intentions of the person who mislabeled the asset.
It

Each organization is to abide by these rules set forth by the FASB; however.
may be difficult to closely monitor such reporting in a national, or even international,
international not-for-profit
for The United Way, an
organization. Such was the case
«i.h 3-000 1.031 Oi0-»1.» 1—
Tta U.„.d W.,of Am«.i....«oll.n.=3mpl."f

ofO-”"."

of Its internal control policies and
whose leaders recognized a need for improvement
all United Way organizations and acted in
more uniformity of such controls throughout
w ere being improved through the
the
public
that
its
practices
such a way to ensure
standards for each United Way to follow. These
Strict, consistent
implementation of more
an example In Chapter Two.
be further reviewed as
guidelines will

20

United Way International

inat/members/locations.asp\?mid= 2&chk=l>.
://uwint.org/devtmi

15
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Chapter II
Internal Controls

Cases of Fraud
rapidly growing element of today’s
With the not-for-profit sector being a
of fraud are also becoming more common,from
economy in
m the
- United States, cases
i all the way to the United Way of America. Possessing the
small churches in Mississippi
status of “not-for-profit”.

‘religious not-for-profit”, has many
or more specifically
of such organizations, as

will be discussed in a later

benefits related to the requirements
- “exemptions”, comes added responsibility for
, with those benefits, oi
chapter. Howevei
A series of fraudulent incidents in
of these organizations
those in charge of the finances
is reviewed in this section.
different churches is
On January 21,2009, an

in St. Paul, Minnesota, regarding the
article surfaced in

of $37,000 from the
alleged embezzlement

Church of St. Bernard, a local Roman

former finance director of the church, and her name

Catholic church. The accused was
were given in the

article. This church made no attempt to cover up

and age of 44 years
. It has been speculated that the alleged criminal had been
the mcident or protect her name
not identical to the coiTesponding bookkeeping slips
deposit
slips
that
were
making out
taken to the bank. It was also
before the money was
and pocketing the difference

16

iaators that her family was in debt to the IRS and that she
recorded that she had told investig
21

had unpaid medical bills.
The excuses given to authorities provide support for the first element of the Fraud
She felt the pressure to

resolve her debt, and she saw an

Triangle, which is “Pressure
asi financial director to help her resolve that debt. It can be
opportunity in her position
speculated that the tntental controls tn the finance department of thts church were not up
had exercised separation of duties, this embezzlement could
to par. If this department
it would be desirable to have at least
vented. In such a situation, it
have possibly been pre
the deposit and bookkeeping slips and an unrelated person (or

two people filling out

to the bank. This type of
ina the deposit slip with the money
persons) actually delivering
control helps prevent

fraud of this nature.
to detect due to the fact
situation seemed relatively easy

Although the previous
are more difficult
match the bookkeeping slips, many cases
that the deposit slips did not
ime, and larger losses are
to detect due to the complexity of the crime

also characteristic of

detected in Hamsburg, Pennsylvania, during the
. Such a crime was
more complex crimes
of the Lower Susquehanna Synod of the
summer of 2007 when

the foi-mer treasurer

ica was let go for “unrelated reasons” and
Church of America
Evangelical Lutheran
This alleged fraud, committed by a 61suspicious

checks were

found after his departure
1985 until 2007, and it is estimated

vnlace for over twenty years, from
year
s the magic number hr this situation. It has been determined that
that $1.1 million is
diverted into fraudulent bank account with the
funds were being oivc
embezzled church
office box in Lancaster. Pennsylvania.
fraudulent post
statements being sent to
●● 21 Jan. 2009 <hup://wcco.com/local/
●Ch;argedWith Embezzlement
-Church Finance
,.9r3900.html>embezzlement .church.tmanee.17

■}<;.rj.

■
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where the treasurer resided at the time. The embezzled funds were those that were
the alleged criminal was using them for his
i ntended for overseas missions; however.
hobby of restoring collectible cars.
„.i. L,..l,e.a„ Churcl., .

P'”
incident could go on for over 20 years if

mail fraud, and it is unclear how such an
adequate control procedures

were in place. This situation could possibly have been
the treasurer by an individual completely

detected earlier through adequate checks on
and his duties. A discrepancy

between the amount given for

independent of the treasurer
in the fund could have potentially been
overseas mtsstons and the amount available m
discovered through better

internal control procedures.

in a local news story in Raleigh, North
incident
of
fraud
was
reported
in
A smaller
Carolina, in February
of stealing more than

of 2007. An employee
$170,000 from the

of Ridge Road Baptist Church was accused

church through the diversion of church funds to

item s for the employee. While $170,000 may not seem like a
aid the purchase of personal

than half of the church’s

lot of money in today’s economy

, the loss represented more
that control procedures

were not a part of this

annual budget . The article suggests
ine before the incident
church's financial reporting
checks and balances
An outside auditor

: “They also plan to develop a system of

in their accounting systems

will look at

so that such a theft doesn’t happen again.
, 23

church finances on a regular basis, they said”.

.,ai nlead »uilty to mail fraud /■ The Patriot-News 13 June
■●Former Synod Treasurer
^ ,,Qg^Q(^/fppmer_synod_ireasurer_to_pl ea.html>.
” Matthew Kemey.
^.om/midstate/index.s ^ <http://www.wral.com/news/
2008 < http://www.penn ve.^
Embezzlement. ! bed. -Church Secretary Chaige
local/story/l 186530>.
18
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volunteer's time as a contiibution
time for puiposes

.-■* Since a monetary value is not placed on a volunteer’s

of an income tax deduction, it is inappropriate for an organization to

place such a value on

time contributed by a volunteer.

Intlating contributions presents

a large problem in today’s society where many

in detennining which
z.f thP>;p not-for-profit organizations in
donors rely on the ratings of these not
P
-: that the organization’s
. Inflating contributions makes it appeal
organization to support
the organization a higher
relatively, which gives
ire less contributions
expenses require
of the United Way of America: '^‘What
quoted the president
rating. The New York Tunes _
for both for-profit and not-for-profit
has raised the bar
and WorldCom
happened at Enron
of the United Way of America. ‘We have
. Gallagher, president
businesses,’ said Brian A
„ 25

to respond'”.

contributions, causing the inflated

The act of two organizations counting the same
contributions, is
is referred to

as -double counting”. Instead of overlooking the problem of

r’nil'icrher decided to
double counting, Galla^ner

address it by forming a

.The task force reported
problem and find a solution

task force to review the

that less than 13 percent of United

ing. The issue of uniform
for spending and financial reportin_

Ways had written guidelines

also had to be addressed;

for all United Ways
reporting compliance

At I inited Way." A'fH'

..Questions Arise On A—
’S Stephanie Strom. Q
, (/fallpage.W'r’i .'^
●
At United Way." New York Times 19 Nov. 2002
<ht,p://query.nyt.me-onVg^ 1>.
Mise
On
&sec=&spon=&P‘rg
^^5
Stephanie Strom- U ^^faHpage
<Http://pnery.nynmes.orW„^ 1>.
&sec=&spon-<v;p‘‘!r^

20

There's so much variance among United Ways in things
like accounting, finances tmd
Henning.
‘"£ceTo vary from city to city is our
Chicago. The
P
j^es because it means we
strength
~
know
the i^eds
weakness
Decausc p F
practices of one
26 United Way are
United Ways.

^^e
practices of all

The United Way, as it is
financial reporting is not specific to
The problem of uniform
organizations. If the accounting practices of parts of
also a probleni within many religious

a
different from the guidelines of the church as

a church, such as a

Catholic parish, are

ices come into question. It is difficult
■ when, these practices
will arise if. or
whole, problems
the same set of
not practicing by
defend itself if
members are
for an organization to
guidelines.
inn of the website
The ‘ ●Accountability” section

of The United Way of America
United Way organization in the

be followed by every
includes a list of guidelines to
United States. These

standards were

implemented

in 2003 following the promise by
that had surfaced in many United

*e financial reporting Pt"
enhance the level of accountability and
attempt to
Ways. This action was an

Gallagher to solve

transparency

■ations”.
in local opei

Every United Way must:
●

Be taX'
Revenue Code as
r ohlp state, loc^l ®

cn 1 /-c^O) of the Internal
of other
United
“ ign laws or regulations
non annually ill ^ timely

'S"«*

Form 990 to United

. York Times 19 Nov. 2002

“Ouestions Arhe on Accounting
Stephanie Strom .C O
<hitp://query.nytimes anted=l>'
&sec=&spon=&pag^'^
’6

21

(j.citjjUitsrr,

I
. Comply wUh all other applicable legal local state, and
nondiscrimination, bai banes

fiLncial resources of the orgamzation.
Adhere to a locally developed and adoptedf
and staff broadly reflect the diversity of
ensure volunteers
the community it serves.

■

a United Way in accordance with all
Represent itself as
■aderaark standards and
Uidted Way of American

.

requirements.
■

SLippon ii«

■

Adhere to a

locally developed and adopted code of eth ics
and sfaff whlh includes provisions foran d
*
fundraising practices
S^«Semenh^ti£^^; United Ways will sub mit
United Way of America.
^“"“^tS^cEf
ethics
to
a copy

. u„*r.o ™

' ●- “iiirJ—=

ce
wiili generally acc p

^ mraling less ihan

America annually.

Conduct every

T inited Way of America a report of the

22

. B>ennially submit to United Way of America a report on
United Way income and expenses.
■

fee charged
desisnated gifts, base any
If managing donor,
c Tf receivin^^ designated gifts from

fundraising or processing tees.
ino obstacle for the organization.
tentially life threatening
111 overcoming such a po
ise and assurance, which is the reason that it
handled
itself
with
poise
The United Way
in the world. While there is
●ofit organizations
of the largest not-for-pi
continues to be one
wide uniformity for The United Way
of companyin the area
still need for improvement
●aanization that recognized the
example of an oig
serves as an
of America, its story
out a stronger operation
ht a resolution, and ultimately came
existence of a problem, song
. Although its magnitude far
and transparency
anization-wide compliance
with greater org
rticularly churches, the acts of double
small not-for-profits, pa
surpasses that of many
commonly overlooked and need to be
odrer reporting fl aws are.
counting and various
of size and revenue.
ion, regardless
addressed by every organization

inancialStatements
ControlsandFina
Review oflntenial
hibited from making an excess of
are not pro
organizations
Since not-for-profit
organizations, adequate financial
characteristic of many
, which IS
are essential for
revenues over expenses
ive intenial control procedures
and effective
Statement presentation
ancial statement requirements and
.reorganization. The fin
transparency
providing
organiza tions will be examined. The puipose
religions
different
in the stark differences in
internal controls of tw
i ewed resides in
ips being revi
entities
inn of the two
for the selection
■

^vvWW

liveiin*ited.org>-

United Wayof Amert23

● lack thereof, found in the different
governing bodies and internal controls, or
of the financial statements has undergone an
denominations of these entities. Wliile each
, or CPA firm as it is
f Certified Public Accountants
e.xtemal audit performed by a fmn o
, or lack
the differences in the requirements
more commonly called, it is important to note
understand the weaknesses
ion. It is also important to
thereof, set forth by each denomination
and internal controls and whether those weaknesses
found in each entity’s statements
-religious
would be tolerated in a "non

not-for-profit organization.
Methodist church that is a part of the

ion represented is
The first organization
Church and is located in Jackson,
of the United Methodist
Mississippi Conference

ion, the Mississippi Conference is
aaiiized religious organization
Mississippi- As a highly oi^
with 843 active clergy and
the state, along
ist churches across
CO mposed of 1.142 MethodistUnited Methodist Church is governed by
officer”. The
as the -chief
bishop, who serves
, while state conferences meet
every four years
that meets once
General Conference
28

annually.”

inni Conference. The website of the
the Mississippi

This analysis
document

entitled Local Church Audit Guide” for its

Mississippi Conference
freely. This
members, or any

document frequently refers to The

individual, to access
:ted Methodist
of The Unite

Church, which is published every four years

recent edition being that of
, with the most
leral Conference
immediately following the Gci
of The United Methodist Church,
governing

Book ofDiscipline

2008. This book contains t

ict Church <http://www.mississippiof The United Methodist
-●■About us.”
umc.org/page.aspTN

i Conference
=715>24

>»

u«vo,ts^;.

of the church, doctrinal standards, and mission
including the church Constitution, history
audit” as follows:
statement.'^ The guide defines an

,

«h-

financial repoits and
local church by a ‘I'"'''
purpose of reasonably

.L

,he reliability of financial
,,, being

,eporting^ determimngher

Discipline.^and

;2ES pt=e*.r=..,b=U,gc.™pW«.H.
for members of the Conference appears
inn of the audit requited
While the definitiori
in the audit guide that the “qualified personglance,
sound upon
ired to be a certified Public Accountant(CPA). It does go
performing the audit is not requn
ins the audit “will have some experience
the person performing
on to say that “generally
g, office
aained through bookkeepm
with accounting principles, such as those
31

● accounting courses .
be considered. First, the
management, oi
above need to
with the statement
Several major problems
the case that the person
that it is not always
aenerally”
in the field of financial
use of the word &
with any kind of experience
will be someone
necessary to make one
performing the audit
ossible experiences
ies listed as the p
ina.
Second,
the
activities
ouide also “suggests” that
reporting
.The o
aeneral specifications
O
audit are very
$400,000 should consider using
qualified for an
in excess of $300,000 to
members with

32

annual receipts m

recommendation.

,this is only a
an outside audit finn; however
u Hist Concreg^nons
29 .

The Z^cal

Administration
3. -The Local

General Council on Finance and
Council on Finance and

Guide P" D^^^ocal^Church
t_.//www.gctii »^'%i,ed Meth^h'^' Con, =

^2.

Administration <http://«*"-25

General Conference of The United Methodist
It should be recommended that The
whose receipts are in excess

of $250,000 an annual.

Church require of its membeis
CPA who is independent of the church. It should be
do, which is
ire the review that larger ones
understood that small churches may not require
ion. This requirement would be
of a $250,000 limitation
the reason for the recommendation

external audit performed by

similar to the requirement
$100,000 to have an

of

o.i,.d w.,
CPA. As stated above in its recently

annual audit conducted by a
in the United States with revenues less

, all United Way organizations
adopted standards
accountant to conduct a review, which would be a
independent
than $100,000 may use an
churches would benefit from requirements similar
United Methodist
less costly process.
. Since an annual audit of a not-for-profit
to those of United Way organizations
ired by law, an
is not reqiiii
organization is -

adequate audit is co

mmonly overlooked in an

that could result from a lack
,the consequences
and time; however
attempt to save money
audit itself. As the guide
tweighthecostofthe
of an efficient audit would far ou
ive affirmation of stewardship:
iewed as a positive
audit should be vie
eloquently states, an
. It is a mark of responsibility. It is good
mbol of distrust
local church donors that you
“Conducting an audit is not a sy
It is a message to
atedforalltosee
stewardship demonstr
, 3^1

is that of a large Baptist
itrols analyzed
and internal coi
of statements
campuses” around the
The next set
area as ^ell. With three
in the Jackson
given Sunday, it is arguably the
church located in
. 5,000 on any
well ovei
and attendance
Baptist Convention, the church is not
metropolitan area
of the Southern
As a part
in the state
largest church in
General Council on Finance and
xu/vvw.liveunit^^^gjiiQdist congregations."
AiidiCGuide.pdf>.

care about their gif^^

Administmtion
26
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financial. Unlike most other
tandards. whether structural or
required to abide by any set s
Christian denominations. Baptist

inn of autonomous. These

, which gives them the characterizauonwhom they must answer
uniformity exists in
of one another, and thus no
entirel y separate
religious entities are
their financial statements.

concerning internal

lytical research, a few questions
As a part of this portion of ana
of Finance of each church. The first question
the Director
they audit
controls were posed to
CPAs take into account as
areas of internal control that
involved five important
Services, the major
Auditing and Assurance
described in the

ies about which each
into the five categories
aenerally placed!
\ps. are ge
of
control
activities
types
ics are as follows:
five categories
director was asked. These

companies. As

.

Adequate separanon of duties
inn of transactions
thorization
●
proper au
and records
documents
■
Adequate
● assets and records
control over
35
. physical

checks on performance
occasions; however, the
on separate
● was asked these questions
comparison. Each director also
Each director
is
study
for
better
r in this
ntioned in the study.
’s name be me
grouped
togethe
answers are
the church’s
identity nor
director of the
his or her i
requested that neither
of duties, the finance
between whom the
dequate separation
two people
employs
When asked about a
is organization
ded that his
and Administration” and
■ of Finance
Methodist church respon
Director
titles are
.

Independent

duties are divided. The employt^^
and Mark S
;^andal J- Elder
" Alvin A. Arens
Prentice Hall- 2008) 2Pli-

;„o aiul A5Siircni<. Beasley.
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●t. Services (New Jersey:

of Finance and Administration

, and a

-Administrative Assistant to the Director
also frequently used to allow
from ,IK fi»«

»«.*»ch is
The finance director

of the Baptist church gave a short

further checking of the employees
that they do -‘maintain separation of duties”. Of
ion. staling simply
response to this question
was more
of the Methodist church
●
U\i thp finance director
the two answers, the one given by
its finance department. However,
inn of duties within itsconvincing of an effective separation
divided.
how the duties are
much detail about
neither director went into
and activities, the Methodist
When asked about proper

authorization of transactions
always be present

finance director stated that two

when deposits ai'e made

people must

are authorized by
and that accounts payable

and initialed by
the submitting department
to assure that payables

are legitimate.

ine is in pl^^^
the finance director. This practice
the authority to sign checks, rather a
director does not have
Additionally, the finance
.The fact that the finance director
authorizes signatures
committee
member of the finance
obtain too much power,
that he does not
assurance
to this particular
is deprived of this duty gives
detailed response
also gave a
director
gardless of amount, which
,reg
The Baptist finance
signatures
identity requite two
checks from this
on check authorization. Before
question. All
ovgrail authority
from having
tiated and approved by the team
prevents any one person
for ,he check must be substan
volunteer team
request
Deposits are handled by
any check is cut, a

consisting of a

requesting

.
ff on a -‘count sheet” and
,g all of whom sign off®
it would be difficult
minimnm of six peoplei nvolveo U1 a« deposit,
r

leader of the ministry

reconcile to the deposit-

i.s many peopl^
With this
other than

that for which it was

for a purpo*'"
staff member, and the
it the money
-al Ledger by a
for someone to deposit
:ted to the Genet
it is po^
approved. Also, the deposit
28

Although it appears

the finance director

oved by the finance director
post must be appr
. giving it tlie
in this process, g
are involved
i
has ultimate authority, at least eight peop
of checks and balances,
control through a system
of
sound
that of
appearance
with each finance director was
of controls discussed
an
The next category
the entity. The Methodist church has
records maintained by
. and it has a
adequate documents and
Bated Church System
, which is called an Auto,
excellent financial data set
chart of accounts, it is
for each fund. By maintaining an adequat
ist chiu-ch has a written
. The Baptist individual accounts
easier to account foi -; however, they lack an
^hnrt of accounts

full chart of accounts

policies and procedures
ic of discussion. The
was the next topic

Automated Church System
and records

Physical

control over assets
be very

behind on

of control. The finance director

,theextemal auditor for the
record: however
detailed inventory
Although verification is
stated that they lack a
ired during the
assets acqu
account for the
physical
to adequately
church verifies all new
record is necessary
fixed assets inventory
detailed inventory
hand, keeps a
a good control, a
the other
church, on
The Bapti^^
Additionally, any and all
assets of the church,
of...” tags-propei'ty
ed \vith
is in place. The
itv camera system
security
with fixed assets being tagg
ked safes, and a
ior to that of the Methodist
kept in loc
far superior
sensitive records are
church appc^t-s
f the Baptist
inventory system
f independent checks on
church.
discussed was that o
ol activities
f contr
●formi ng a duty by a person
erson
pei
The last category
checks ofap
internal
church, the finance
the Methodist
led. lu
performance
erfotu
being P

Methodist church appeared to

/

this type

totally independent
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director reviews transactions as they are
Authorized check signers review

requested by particular ministry depaitments.

the transactions that are presented to them for payments,
monthly basis, and the committee

The finance committee reviews financial recoids on
in the field of finance, including CPAs, bankers,
IS

comprised of those with experience
and financial statements is performed

and financial advisors. An

annual audit of records

. In the Baptist church, monthly monitoring is provided by
by an independent CPA finn
. consisting of
Also, a finance team
. Actual reports
each ministry via Budget vs
volunteers, reviews

the monthly

financial statements. An independent audit is performed

well.
annually by a CPA firm as
that sound control procedures and
. Since both
ion are in place, with few exceptions
sufficient financial statement presentation
, small entities of each denomination
i,e, this is expected; however
entities are large in size
understand tliat these are
ies. Therefore, it is important to
may not have such sound policies
endues rather than the policesofthe denomination asa
of these particular
the policies
inn has a hierarchy of entities to
Methodist denomination.
viously, the
whole. As stated pre
their State Annual
Local churches answer to
church must answer
which each member
of the United Methodist
to the General Conference
, answers
Conference, which, in turn
earlier, requires a governing board for each
: referred to
,as
Church. The Book of Discipline
. This governing board, or
to the finance committee
the duties assigned
church to oversee
members for the finance
called, elects sixteen
is frequently
“church council” as it is
. These churches are also
rotating election term
on a three-ye^i^
committee who serve
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with annual audited financial statements;
required to provide the Annual Conference
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audit are vague,
. auidelines for such an
however, as explained above,
the analysis of two large churches
Although the scope

of this section is limited to
exhibited through the research of the practices

located in the same state, the differen
The accounting practices by both
-■ide for a good contrast
of each denomination prov_.

today; however, the small
ires of most large churches
entities represent the typical practices
provide evidence that
the finance directors
given by
differences found in the responses
●ocedures of a Baptist church are only as effective
and control pi
the accounting piactice.
be speculated that
●ticiilar c hurch. In contrast, it can
, which
as the St andards set by that par
result of their c ontrol procedures
to fraud as a
less prone
learn from the
Methodist churches are
Association can
Southern Baptist
ing body. The
Church, while both
are monitored by a governing
of the United Methodist
General Conference
after the standards
guidelines set by the
member
requirements
of their
organizations should model some
irn in 2003.
f America
United Wayo
in religious not-for-profit
adopted by the
situations
consisted of fraudulent
that are not deemed
This chapter
ofnot'foi- profit organizations
with those
of these two types of not
orsanizations, along
that legal treatment
should be noted here
these differences.
chapters present
religious in nature, h
The next two
differs greatly
how accountability for
, and analyze
for-profit organizations
qual treatment
ofthisune
ved.
discuss the constitutionality
CO uld be impro
izations
for-profit orgam
religious not-
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Chapter III
Government Regulation

Nnt-fnr-ProritsandJhejRS

federal income taxes,
●oanizations to pay
ire not-for-profit org
The IRS does not requite set forth in Section 501 of the
for tax- exempt status
the requirements
provided they meet
exempt from filing for *eir taxonly organizations
Internal Revenue Code (IRC). The
inn that has already obtained
an organization
affiliated with
those that are
ion that did not file for the
exempt status are
the organization
“agent” to
to act as an
are not
this status and that agrees
h
religious
organizations
Althoug
in nature.
“religiotis
in order to give
status or those that aie
noted that many do so
it should be
- exempt status
ganizations that qualify
re quired to file for tax
, Not-for-profh org
of their purpo*^®®
assurance
can claim a deduction for
their contributors
which
donors
for
the onlyon^^
ion 501(c)(3) are the focus
under Section 501(0(3) are
qualifying-ndersecuon
Organizatioits
charitable contributions
for it to obtain taxinn must possess
an organization
elements
ion must be organized and
There are three
ofit) organization
, nonpf
38 The organizational element
for-profit (1-0exempt status:
ex empt P^^rposes .
~r more
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operated exclus
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Service
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■■ internal Revenue
Status.
-Exempt
Service
j^evenue
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” Internal
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of this study.

stated in
unincorporated association
these purposes. The operating
section 501(c)(3) oi the

IRC and dedicate all assets to
in line with its
the daily operations of the entity are .n

element exists to ensure

include, but are

not limited to. refraining from

. These requirements
tax-exempt puiposes

minute portion of

participation in a po

, and abstaining
interest of any one person
ion element provides the
The exemption

from activities that would

violate public policy

stated in its organizing
inn to have its “exempt purpose
requirement for the organization
in section 501(c)(3): “charitable,
xamples of purpose
documents. The IRC sets fortli e
international sports
.fostering national or
.■^9
ientific, literary
educational, religious, sci
nimals, and testing for public safety,
children or a
number of categories, the
competition, preventing cruelty to
could be grouped into
●aaiiizati ons
, and religious
Although not-for-profit org
. educational organizations
are charities
most common three categories
immediately assume a

organizations.
tax-e xempt status

^ organizations
onsibility to adequately
of these is the resp

Upon obtaining
responsibilities

Arguably

number of

the most important
. Although the

aeneral public would

in a detailed manner

to
record all financial activities
for-profit. practice adequate
rofit or not, w hether for-P
may not know exists.
,
ganization
the average person
expect any oi
is one that
responsibility
with the IRS. Such a return
bookkeeping, the nex
io nal return
nual infortn^"
schedules A and B,
irement
to
It is the requn
ggO-PF along with

may be a Form
depending on

990, Form
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of tax
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$25,000 or less were

not required to file any

oraanizations whose gross receipts were
type of return : however, they are now

required to file a

Form 990-N, which is the

Tca -E.e,npt Organizations no, Required To File
"Electronic Notice
Form 990 or Form 990-EZ, also known

as the e-Postcard'

offered only in electronic foini
isibility, which was

-^0 'pFis type of return

IS

activated in 2008. seemed to cover

Although this added respoi

and continues to be exempt
that has been
. the one category
all tax-exempt organizations
ion” category. However, it should
organization
is the - ‘religious
from any filing requiieinents
2 have a pplied for and received
iewe d in Chapter be noted that both churches revie
in today’s society; however, it is not a
is becoming m ore common
addition to the filing
501(c)(3) status. This is
organization. In
, not-for -profit
requirement of any religioi
who have $1,000 or more gross
organizations
, tax- exem pt
listed
above
Form 990-T, and they are required
requirements
or trade must file a
unrelated business
ill be $500 or more for the
receipts from an
cted that their tax w
if it is expe
estimated tax
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cun'ent year.

to

disclosure

of information to the

ibiuty pertains
of responsi
the IRS to make their
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; are required by
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recent annual returns
inn 501(c)(3)
ir three most
general public. Section
1023) and their
status
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the exception of copying
for tax- exempt
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services provided
● with evidence of his
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clear whether the
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needed to reflect
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of the not
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ic that is frequently
study. However, a topic
IRS should be involved in the g

discussed and debated is the extent to which the

ovemancepvacticesofnot-for-profit entities.
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community m its
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^^en whom,
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Steven T. Miller,
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Commissioner. Tax Exempt
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ina and Managing TaxRepr esenting
Annual Conference on
that it is the duty of the IRS to
45 ^/tiller believes
Universityinns. His rationale is that the
was hosted by Georgetown
exempt
organizations
; to taxcandals involving notpresent good governance pr actices
when handling larg^^
ion for such
defensive position
IRS would be in a bettei
educational
information
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that are
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for-profit organizations
be folio ^ed and the go
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with tax laws. The sections are

titled as follows: 1.

accountability, and compli^i^ce
Policies, 3. Due
of Ethics and Whistleblower
Mission Statement. 2. Code
r.
ft nvnltv 5. Transpai-ency
Diligence. 4. Duty of Loy y*

,6. Fundraising Policy, 7. Financial
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Retention Policy.
Audits. 8. Compensation Practices, and 9. Document
● „ ct^tPHient”. which is an
icLilated mission statemem ,
“clearly artici
The first section suggests a
ofmostnot-for-profits. Although
■
nnsideriiia the charitable nature
excellent suggestion consideii „
the redesiigned Form 990 does it ask
statement, nowhere on
the IRS recommends such a
Tf it were a re quirement on the Form
,ts mission statement. If h
for the organization to state
likely to

fomuilate

statement that would
a uniform

990, organizations would be mo
to the publicclearly state its mission

a code of ethics

The second section suggests
ibility on the

and w histleblower policies. This
of the entity: “The board of

board of directors

and ensuring they
ina ethical standards
itv for setting
responsibil'ty
“whistleblower” policy
47 'I'he term
directors bears ultimate
its practices .
;nn and
of an organization. Ethical
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Code of
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rofit
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Ethics is found in it.
of a Code of Ethics, since those running not-forbe greatly increased by the requirement
●●human nature

characteristics as

those nmning for-profit

profits are subject to the same
organizations.

ing that the directors of a not-forclue diligence by stating
49
The third section addresses
This section
with
a
duty
of
care
.
consistent
i<e due diligence
profit entity should -exerctse
interest of the organization by means of fully
act in the best
is suagesting that directois
cetal positions of the organizatton.
financial
and
so
understanding the
owed to the organization by its
duty of loyalty
The fourth section refers to a
conflict of interest policy, such
that the directors adopt a
directors . This section suggests

.Oxley Act.^" A conflict of interest
ies by the Sarbanes
ins financial interests that the
as that requiiU-ed of public compnntos
monitoring the overlnPP‘"g
in effectively
with another entity that
policy is helpful in
with in
individual
organization and an
shares a business-type
firms are not perm

relationship
company

ai'e
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a
own stock because

in which they or their spouses

interest

All public com panies
inns should be

it is consr

for-profit organizations

void conflicts
expected to a
expected to do the same.
deals with
The fifth section
for not'
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donors
want
to
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● the betterment of society
donations are being used for
for this very reason, and

Certain financial statements are

they should be made easily accessible

required of not-for-profits
990 does not specifically require
. the redesigned Form
to the general public. However
be made public.^*
that the statements and policies
the need for a

fundraising policy for the organization,

The sixth section suggests

when conducting
of ensuring compliance

A fundraising policy
fundraisers, which is

serves the purpose
board of directors should
ice in not-for-profits: “The
common practice
to ensure

adopt and monitor policies
law requirements

inn materials are
and solicitation
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accurate, truthful, and candid’.
for an annual financial audit by an

rovides suggestions
ire document, is that
The seventh section p
of this section, and this enure
troubling aspect
independent
auditor. The
independent
An annual audit by an
, not requirements
of suggestions
A consideration may
it merely consists
for-profit organizations
auditor should be a requm
be acceptable

f excepti
for those o

and those who provide

with compensation of directo
The eighth section deals

. Silk Senior Counsel to San Francisco

. t on According to Thomas
animation,
Institute’s project
American Law
services for the org
in and advisor to the
is ahead of the
. Adler & Colvin
law firm of Silk
, the not-for-profit sector is it Organizations
of Nonprofit
. 53 Additionally, the Form 990
Principles of the Law
compensation.
of adequate
in the area
for-profit sector m

Further Involved?”
; Should the IRS become
Aor 501(0(3)5Further Involved?"
practices
; Should ihe IRS become
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Further Involved?”
practices
ance
■ Should the IRS become
Joiinial
Govern;
for50KO(3'»Thomas Silk- G
2007.
practices
Journal of
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● -..rr thp exDlanation of compensation paid to
provides a relatively large section requiting the expia
54

directors and insiders.
Practices document pertains to a
The last section of the Good Governance
the need for a “written policy
document retention policy. This section sugj^ests
establishing standards for document integrity, retention, and destruction”.^ This is
retained for an appropriate amount of time
important to ensure that documents are
relative to the importance of the documents to die particular organization.
Although Good Government

Practicesfor 501(c){3)s is a helpful document
for the management of not-for-profits, it is

consisting of an excellent system of guidelines
listed in this document should be
merely a suggestion guide. Many of the suggestions
Code of Ethics, a wellrequirements, such as a clearly articulated Mission Statement, a
defined policy on conflicts of interest, an

annual financial statement audit by an

independent CPA. and a document retention policy for relevant documents. These are
practices relevant to the not-for-profit and the for-profit sector, as they add soundness to
management policy and legitimacy to the organization in the eyes of the government, as
well us the general public.

The Church: A Public Charity
Section 501(c)(3) organizations are divided into two categories: private
foundations and public charities. Sections 509(a)(1),(2),(3), and (4) provide the
qualifications for an organization that wishes to be considered a public charity. Public
/
charities are the focus of this study, as churches and church associations are considered
.S4

Redesigned Form 990: 2008. Internal Revenue Service. Pari II.
Thoma.s Silk."Good Governance Practices for 501{c)(3)s: Should the IRS become Further Involved?
Journal ofTa.xation. July 2007.
‘i.'i
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public charities. Educational organizations

hospitals or medical research associations.

.g
sovemmental units, and any publicly
in state colleges,
organizations benetiting certain
third of their support from
supported organizations that noimally leceive
56

considered public charities.
contributions from the general public are
charities do not apply to private foundations,
Many benefits that apply to public
ive for this status. Some of these advantages are
thus most not-for-prolit organizations stiive
paraphrased below:

percent for appreciated property gitts.
■

is not taxed;
Investment income for a public charity
however, an excise tax of one or two percent ts placed on
investment income for a private foundation.

■

More limitations are placed on interactions with directors
and officers for a private foundation.

■

in limited lobbying
Public charities are permitted to engage
activities, whereas private foundations are not permitted to
engage in any lobbying activities.

■

Private foundations experience a number of other
57
“operating restrictions” than do public chaiities.

After learning of the different regulations imposed on the two categories of not-for-profit
organizations, one can easily understand why it is beneficial for such an oiganization to
be classified as a public charity, rather than a private foundation.

!S6

Craig R. Stevens and Horton L. Sorkin. Nonprofit Controller's Manual(New York: Warren. Gorham. &
Lamont. 1998) A 1 .09.
S7

Stevens. Craig R. and Horton L. Sorkin. Nonprofit Controller's Manual.(New York: Warren. Goiham.
& Lamont. 1998) A 1 .09.
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category of public charities;
, churches fall under the
As mentioned above

of other not-for-

from the requirements
anizations are exempt
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.charitablecontributions are
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profit organizations imposed by
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-exempt status
file for tax
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from obtaining
exempt from
religious organization could bene
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-exempt status
such an exemption.
them. Upon obtaining tax
law provides
taxes) if its state
, and ultimately, this status
certain state taxes (i.eFederal
excise
taxes
from
exempt
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pted Accounting
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Chapter IV
Interpreting the

First Amendment

The First Amendment

the consequences

of scmtiny

religion desired without
of America, in fact, it dates
ized the United States
from the religious
by the government has long character
seeking freedom
exercise uny

The freedom to

all the way back to

the immigrado” of those

of the V,,orld. Therefore, when the United
in other parts
Amendment to the
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. The First
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free exercise
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the Government
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inns of all religions are exempt
. all religious organizations
a churdi; however
Study, refers to
is not showing
noted that the government is
from reatilation. Therefore, it should be
this point forward, religious
favoritism in its lack of regulation of religious entities. From

churches” or

berefeiTedtoinageneralsenseas
not-for-profit organizations may
●‘associations of churches .
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Justice Paul Stevens of the Supreme

Court made an excellent assertion regarding the lack

of constitutionality exhibited in RFRA.
Because the landmai'k is owned by the Catholic Church, it
is claimed that RFRA gives its owner a federal ^-tatutory
entitlement to an exemption from a
J
neutral civil law. Wliether the Church wor ld actually
prevail under the statute or not. the statue has provided the
Church with a legal weapon that no atheist or agnostic can
obtain. This government preference for religion, as^opposed
lo iiTeligion. is forbidden by the First Amendment.
Justice Stevens' assertion is applicable to this study

as it relates to the lack of

constitutionality of the exemptions of religious not-for-profit entities from the regulations
that burden other not-for-profits every day.

jincaual Treatment of Not-for-Profit Organizations
Although it has been previously discussed that religious not-for-profit
organizations are exempt from regulation by the IRS, another staitling example of
unequal treatment of such organizations surfaced in the state of Alabama in 2006. The
scenario under review consists of two daycai'e centers operating in the same state;
however, one is run by an individual in Auburn, Alabama, and one is run by the Harvest
Temple Church of God in Montgomery, Alabama. Upon first glance, one would assume
that two daycare centers operating in the same state must abide by the same regulations.
This is not the case in Alabama, as church daycare programs are exempt from state
licensing requirements. Although the state licensing requirements became stricter aftei

(lO

City ot Boerne v. P.F. Flores. Archbishop of San Antonio. Supreme Court of the United States. 52 I U.S.
507. June 25. 1997 Decided <http://www.iaw.umkc.edu/faculiy/projects/ftrials /conlaw/boerne.html>
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over a two-year
nearly a dozen children died in

licensed and unlicensed daycare centers
67

span, churches were still not

added to the list,

iaate any daycare
State inspectors can investig
any lime they wish, announced or

center not operated by a church at

Linan nounced. Additionally, the employees of daycare

● if they feel tlieir civil rights are being
centers may tile suit against their employe!'
violated; however, churches are protected

from nearly all lawsuits by employees,

,
●»
regardless of the claim in the lawsuit.
As troubling as this may seem to an

unbiased onlooker, many scholars across the

●aanizations. Douglas Laycock, a
nation s till oppose any and all regulation on religious oi-.
such scholar: “Never forget that the
law professor at the University of Michigan, is one
exercise of religion is a constitutionally protected activity...Regulation imposes burdens
^
burdens
on the free exercise of religion. Exemptions lift tnos
good thing”.

09

Professor Laycock presents

That is constitutionally a

a valid point that the exercise of religion is a

“constitutionally protected activity' ■; however, to insist that regulation “imposes burdens
on the free exercise of religion” is not a valid argument. Any regulation placed on
religious organizations would be no different than regulation on other organizations
engaged in similar activities, providing equal treatment under the law.
Professor John Witte Jr., director of the center for the Study of Law and Religion
at Emory University law school, voices his objections to regulation of religious
organizations through the eyes of an oppressed people: "The special breaks amount to

fi7
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B. Henriques, “As Exemptions Grow, Religion Outweighs Regulation." New York Times 8
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Although affirmative action can be

sort of reliaioLis affirmative action pio^-inm
better itse lf in
helpful in cases where a group

has been o ppressed and lacks the ability to
not and does not exist in the United

society, religious oppression undei the law h
States; therefore, this claim is also invalid.
lead one to believe that at least one
An interesting argument in a Florida case may
^
Upather Morcroft, an Orlando lawyer, challenged a
lawyer understands the Constitution. H
from the state sales tax on the basis
Florida state law exempting religions publications
th at it was unconstitutional. Fler argument

stated that the government of Florida was

favoring religious ideas over secular ideas by exempting religious publications from the
stale sales tax. She also argued that tax

officials should not be in the business of
71

deciding what publications are sufficiently religious to be

This argument can

p

easily be applied to the determination of which organizations are sufficiently religions to
be exempt from the regulations imposed on all other not-for-profit organizations,
Anthony R. Picarello Jr., vice president and general counsel of the Becket Fund
for Religious Liberty , a legal advocacy group in

Washington, defends the exemptions of

religious entities from standard regulations: “Providing special treatment is not always
constitutionally required, but it is constitutionally permissible”.^" The argument in this
chapter is that it is never constitutionally pemiissible to provide special treatment for any
not-for-profit organization, religious or not.
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October 2006.
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October 2006.
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Conclusion

about this study, the not-for-profit sector is becoming an
As discussed throng
increasingly larger part of the economy of the

United States, and comparatively little

research has been conducted and iittie iight shed on

the problems that may have arisen in

becomes a more prevalent part of the
these organizations. As the not-for-profit sector
economy, it becomes more important

for that segment to be a topic of discussion. The
commonly eliminated from the discussion

portion of the not-for-profit sector that is most
is the religious portion The focus of this study was to identify the need for transparency
in religious organizations. particularly churches, and discuss ways in which transparency
could be achieved through more effective internal controls and equality in the
requirements of all not-for-profit organizations.
As it stands today, the implementation of effective control procedures tn a church
<
in some cases, the
is solely in the hands of the organization and its leaders, or
organization to which the church belongs. This study has shown that adequate internal
controls are necessary for the financial integrity of the church and its leaders to be
upheld. Each and every church should follow the five categories of internal controls set

I

forth in the textbook Auditing and Assurance Services as a guide for implementing
internal control standards that must be met by church staff. Again, these categories
include:
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and all of the accounting standards
the exemption of these organizations fion *- y
.nni/atioiis still stands firm. Rather than being an
imposed on other not-for-protit oiganiz
independent law similar to

rFRA this exemption is simply an understood generalized

concept that the government

does not question the accountability of religious

■ rhnnter Four is the misinterpretation of the First
organizations. Also presented m Chapter r
■
The misinterpretation lies in the assumption Uiat because
Amendment to the Constitution.
establishment of religion, or prohibiting the
"Congress shall make no law respecting an
aovemment agency may not impose on
free exercise thereof", the government noi any c
other not-for-profit organizations that are not
churches the same regulations placed upon
characterized as ‘religious’ in naiuie

This study can be summarized into a series of

proposals.
More Effective Internal Control Procedures
First, it should be the duty of each individual church to implement effective
should be modeled after the five categories refen'ed
control procedures. These procedures
and Assurance Ser\dces. Additionally, the standards
to previously from the book
for the organizations of the United Way of America listed previously should also be
referenced when considering the implementation of effective controls.
Annual Independent Audit
Secondly, it should be the duty of each individual church to require of itself an
annual independent audit by a CPA firm. These first two proposals are excellent
suggestions for churches and church associations; however, they do not carry the weight
of law, thus they are unenforceable.
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Congressional Legislation
of the United States to adequately interpret

I

Lastly, it is the duty of the lawmakers
accordingly. If this is unable to be done, the
the Constitution and propose legislation
olved since the special treatment of religious not-forSupreme Court should become inv

I
I

1

Amendment. The First Amendment
violation of the First
profit organizations is a direct
The case should be made that by
calls for aovernnient neuti ality towards religion
hies from accountability regulations imposed
exempting churches and other religious entiti
in actuality hindering these organizations and
on other not-for-profits. they are m
should be made that by providing
empowering their leaders. Additionally^ the cas
is showing favoritism to religion as

a

exemptions for religious entities, the govenime
whole, which is unconstitutional.
Such a reform would benefit the religious not-for-profit sector and increase
transparency in churches because it would provide for aceountability for these
organizations. Churches

would be subject to the same 501(C)(3) tax-exemption rules and

. Rather than being a burden on
filing requirements as other not-for-profit organizations
\.
churches, it is the theme of this study
|i '

that churches would be better off because their

leaders would be less able, mid less apt. to peipetrate frauds.
A Form 990 reporting requirement would be a

4
1

would cai*ry the weight of federal law. Equal treatment along with an effort on the part of
.a
each organization to better its control procedures would lead to increased transparency

t

I

t.

more confident organization, and ultimately decreased opportunity for fraud.

i ;

*
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;
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reliable form of control because it

Ml
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would be the ideal solution
audit requirement
A reporting requirement

combined with an

ive, but frauds are far more
.Audits are expensive
to fraud perpetration in churches
expensive.
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